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IT SEEMED LIKE A GOOD IDEA AT THE 

TIME….



BUT THEN THIS HAPPENED





 Pump an extra £4bn into schools by 2022

 Scrap free school lunches for infants in England, but offer free 

breakfasts across the primary years

 No school will have its budget cut as a result of the new funding 

formula

 At least 100 new free schools a year

 End ban on grammar schools - conditions would include allowing 

pupils to join at "other ages as well as eleven"

 Ask universities and independent schools to help run state schools



 A specialist maths school to be opened in every major city in 
England due to new funding arrangements

 Every 11-year-old expected to know their times tables off by heart

 If universities want to charge maximum tuition fees, they will be 
required to "become involved" in academy sponsorship or the 
founding of free schools

 Introduce T-Levels

 Change the rules to allow the establishment of new Roman Catholic 
schools

 New faith schools will now have to prove parents of other faiths and 
none would be prepared to send their children to that school





 End to competing education policies from Number 10 and DfE

 Clear focus on new proposals for technical education and on 

how education can improve social mobility

 Free Schools programme likely to continue with Wave 13 in the 

autumn, but more likely to continue to emphasise basic need 

rather than move towards academic selection/original 

‘disruptive’ aims

 Position on faith schools, in particular proposal to reform 

admissions still uncertain



 Grammar Schools are dead (but may return in another form)

 School lunches are safe from cuts

 NUT/ATL/NAHT/GMB School Cuts website and impact on the 

doorstep means something will be done about school funding, 

but National Funding Formula will be implemented.  



 Potential for sector to shape future spending priorities:

 Need for a rolling programme to address condition need

 Need for investment in special schools

 Suitability issues

 Specialist spaces required to deliver the Technical Pathways at post-

16



 New ESFA framework designed to increase number of active 

players in the education market

 Clearly preferred delivery route for  ESFA going forward – will they 

promote to LAs?  

 Increasing number of LA frameworks being established – are 
these complementary or competitive? 





 Sprinklers in schools

 Increased attention to difference between design and delivery in 

construction

 Increased focus on materials used

 We can’t wait for the outcome of government and CIOB reviews 



 Need for innovation to address budget pressure

 BIM

 Offsite construction

 Pre-designed buildings

 3D printing

 Better supply chain management through use of technology



“There is a  Chinese curse which says ‘May he live in interesting times.’  Like it or not, 

we live in interesting times.  They are times of danger and uncertainty; but they are 

also the most creative of any time in the history of mankind.”

Robert F. Kennedy (1966)


